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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S

14 PAGES

SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

FILJILT PIN COUNTY

The News has won awards for
•xcellence every year It has been
submitted in Judging contests.

Vol. 37

II
Dear Cavita:
Yes,I did forget your calling me two years ago
to tell me that Eddie Holt made a motion to appropriate $100 for expenses in connection with exploratory work on the Friendship Center.
I think that was about the time I received my
Fellowship to Vanderbilt University and I was so
happy I don't think I remember anything that happened at that time.
Thanks for reminding me. I have already made
some important calls on the matter. George Collins of Ernst and Ernst called Monday from Washington and wants to come down here to talk over
some procedures with us.
So, even if my memory is not good, my manners are. Thanks for reminding me and also thank
Eddie Holt and Harold Henderson, who was president then, for being so nice about the matter.
Yore fren,
Jo, with the hole in the head.

I00
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PROPOSED U. S. 45 UNDERPASS I

That was a real blow to have that prospective
industry choose another location for their plant expansion. We haven't had a major industry locate
here since Ferry-Morse came to town about ten
years ago. Such disappointments are enough to
shatter the initiative of the people who are constantly seeking industry for Fulton and South Fulton.
Every prospect is different. What we correct
to please one industry, doesn't bother another, yet
some other piddling thing runs off still another
one.
You gotta have a strong back and a thick skin
to go alter industry.
Reminds me of a little saying I have on my office wall showing a forlorn, unhappy guy giving up
to bad breaks. The quip goes:
"Cheer up, things could be worse. So I cheered
up and sure enough, things did get worse."
All I can say is, "Keep the baby, faith."
You have no idea how many wonderful, but
anonymous people commented on my vituperative
article last week. Mostly young people came in to
see me and called to encourage me to write more
hard-hitting columns that truly "tell it like it is."
I'm going to do this every time the occasion
presents itself, but I cannot say that it does an awful lot of good. The people most affected by the
criticism are in positions of power.
Rather than to take constructive efforts to correct some of our most glaring deficiences, they bow
their back and continue and even magnify their unpopular attitudes, just to show folks the power and
the glory.
Since the Banana Festival is so near, and since
workmen will soon be constructing Cabana City„ I
thought these photos of outdoor markets in Central
and South America would be a suggestion as to
how to set-up the 'city" in true Latin style. Only
the more exclusive shops are enclosed, but the
colorful market places are open as shown below.
Now wouldn't this be an unusual array for our
already colorful Festival. People with typical South
American dresses would also add to the scene.
So be it!

Margaret I. King Library
Periodical Dept.
Piniversity of Kentucky,
Lexington, Ky. 40506

PROPOSED US-45 underpass in the 'Missionary Bottoms' area of Fulton
would serve a brand-now proposed routing of US 45 through the area

A third candidate for Mayor is
unlikely at this time. A possible
candidate has declined the offer
without further consideration.

munity are seeking candidates to
run for Commissioner who are
compatible with Tripp's views on
municipal government.

. as • matter of fact the Urban Renewal "Study 'A' '' oil the area
would completely change the entire area street pattern. It is to be emphasized at this time that the above "study" is only a proposal and there
are many hurdles to overcome before the plan is finally put in motion.
The Urban Renewal office in Fulton also emphasizes that they are concerned only with changes within the area, which is designated above by

Number 3-0

Only Tripp, Hill Seeking City Offices;
August 6 Filing Deadline Date Nears
Less than a week remains until the fina: date
for filing for elective offices for the City ot r ulton,
and as of noon on Wednesday only Nelson Tripp
had filed for Mayor and Don Hill for City Judge.
The deadline is midnight August 6.
W. L. Holland, whose name has been been
mentioned as a possible independent candidate for
the State Legislature against the Democratic nominee Ralph Graves has not filed as yet. Mr. Holland
told the News on Wednesday that he had been contacted by a group of individuals to seek the office
of State Representative but that he had emphatically declined. He will probably file for the office
of Mayor sometime next week.
Meanwhile not a murmur has been heard from
any possible candidates to run with 'either Holland
or Tripp as a "slate," or independently.

That was sure a whopping good appropriation
Governor Nunn committed to the Urban Renewal
program. The sum is to be paid out of the 1971-1972
highway appropriation. Governor Nunn goes out of
office in December 1971. I hope the Federal funds
come through before that time, so at least that part
of the vast program will be behind us.
There's a map in this issue of the News showing an outline of the urban renewal project. It is a
gigantic undertaking and will change the entire
face of at least one part of the Fulton City area.
We could use it, that's for sure!

TWO SECTIONS

Mr. Holland told the News
that if he becomes a candidate
he will have no hand in selecting a group of individuals to serve
with him as Commissioners. On
the other hand many of Tripp's
close friends in the Scouting com-

Among them is J. D. Hales,
administrator of Hillview Hospital and popular in church and
civic, and educational circles in
Fulton. Hales reportedly has de-.lined the offer.

Mayor Gilbert DeMyer will not
run for re-election, but is certain to be a candidate for City
Judge. Reliable sources informed
the News that Mr. DeMyer was
circulating his position for nomination at the Fulton Country Club
recently and that several of the
members had signed. A total of 20
names are required on a petition
for nomination.
It is highly possible that another candidate will enter the
race for City Judge. The individual whose name was mentioned
as a possible candidate was a
recent unsuccessful candidate for
City Commissioner.
Meanwhile Dee Langford, Fulton County Court Clerk today revealed some pertinent election
year information.
If more than two candidates
file for Mayor or City Judge
and more than eight candidates
file for City Commissioner it will
become necessary to hold a primary on September 20. This situation is not probable in Fulton,
however, the City of Hickman is
also having a municipal election
this year and usually a large
field of candidates submit for the
various offices.
September 7 is the last day to
register for voting in the general
election.

a heavy black border.

State Commits $219,278 For
New US-45 Underpass Here
Governor Louie B. Nunn and Commissioner of
Highways Eugene Goss today announced that the Highway Department will commit $219,278 to the improvement of the US 45 underpass under the Illinois Central
Railroad in Fulton.
The city of Fulton will get
credit for the money Pledged
by the
Kentucky Department
of Highways in obtaining matching federal funds for its $4
million
Urban
Renewal and
public housing projects.
The department's engineering staff is proceeding
with
preliminary studies and plans
for the project in anticipation
of the commitment of the funds
1971-72 fiscal year.
in the
The amount pledged by the
Highway Department officials
represents half the total estimated cost of the underpass
improvement prepared by Col-

the
loredo Associates,
planning consultants for Fulton.
The other half of the estimated
cost of the federal aid project would be provided by fedUS Bureau of Public Roads.
mental funds is dependent upon
two conditions. First, the approval of the limited improvement project of only the underpass as a federal-aid project
should entitle the Highway Department to be reimbursed for
fifty per cent of the total cost
of the project. Second, the cost
of a feasible project
should
not exceed the estimates
of
the planning consultants.

Industry Looking Over
City Selects Mississippi
A community in Mississippi was selected over
Fulton by an industrial firm seeking a new site location, Paul Durbin director of the Fulton-South
Fulton Chamber of Commerce announced today.
The reasons for selecting another community over
Fulton were not specified.
The firm, a manufacturer of
heavy equipment was believed to
be one of the largest prospects
in terms of volume and payroll
ever to look the twin cities over.
L. M. McBride, former president of the Chamber of Commerce and one of Fulton's most
ardent workers in procuring in-

dustry told the News recently
that much effort was expended in
every respect to bring this industry here. Both McBride and
Bob Morgan, president of the
Chamber of Commerce expressed deep regret at the firm's
location elsewhere.
(Continued on Page Sir)

Ann Landers' Makes
New Feature In News
A nationally columnist, whose name is truly a
household word in America, has joined the staff of
the Fulton News as a weekly feature. In case you
didn't know,
Ann Landers was born in Sioux City, Iowa on
July 4, 1918. She attended Morningside College in
Sioux City. Her double major was psychology and
journalism.
In private life, Ann Landers is Mrs. Jules Lederer. Mr. Lederer is president of Budget Rent-ACar, an international car rental system. The Lederers live in Chicago.
The Lederers have a married daughter, Margo,
who attended Brandeis University. Margo is now
Mrs. John Coleman, the mother of three children.
Ann has been writing the advice column for
twelve years. She walked into the offices of the
Chicago Sun-Times in 1955, and announced that she
would like to write an advice column since "it
seemed like a very good way to help people." Ann
had never written a line for publication, nor had
she held a job previous to showing up at the SunTimes. They gave her the chance she asked for and
now Ann is the most widely syndicated columnist
in the world. The Ann Landers column appears in
717 newspapers. She receives over 20,000 letters a
month, has eleven assistants, and makes approximately 100 speeches a year.
Awards Ann Landers has received in the past
twelve years are too numerous to mention. In a
1967 United Press International poll, Ann was listed as one of the ten most influential women in the
United States.
Her first column appears in this week's issue.
Look inside and enjoy the sage advice and sparkling wit of this incomparable writer.

Fiesta Time Near In Twin Cities; Marimba Coming
When the Seventh Annual International Banana Festival rolls around this year in the twin
cities of Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton, Tennessee, Mid-America will enjoy a rare recipe of
people-to-people diplomacy.
Country and Western singers will match their
tunes with the incomparable ballad-singers from
Ecuador; dancers from the Kentucky mountain
country at Berea will swing to their partners from
Honduras; arts and crafts woven with nimble
fingers on the mountainside of Loha, will be exhibited side by side with the arts and crafts of Kentucky sewn with equal care and devotion.
The three-day celebration from
September fourth through the
sixth will be ztaged in a setting
of visiting of Latin-American
students and diplomats; American Statesman and industrial-

ists; Air Force and Navy bands
that will be given a lively beat
when
the
toe-tapping, hipswinging,
hand-clapping
refrains of the marimba band

from Guatemala strikes up a
rhumba beat.
Then there'll be Lionel Hampton, the famous and nationally
known entertainer; Bill Anderson, Jan Howard and Jimmy
Gately and his Po Boy Band; a
princess pageant with
cash
scholarships and trips to South
America and Las Vegas as
prizes.
There'll be an antique exhibit
and a coin exhThit; famous Ken!ucky artists with their handiwork and even weavers and pottery-makers will be plying their
trade on the streets.
The whole event has been acclaimed by such distinguished,
world-wide diplomats as Averill
Harriman as "one of the grandest displays of people-to-people
diplomacy' ever undertaken on
the two continents.
It ail comes to easy to the

nearly 7000 residen!s of these
border towns nestled on the
Kentucky and Tennessee state
line. Friendly to a degree of
kinsmanship, hardly a citizen is
not involved in some phase of
the giant program to show the
amazing similarity of interests
be'ween the peoples of the north
and south America continents.
Each year the event is climaxed with a final day, jamix:eked with attraction beginning with a three-mile long parade and ending with a weary
Princess and her royal subjects
giving forth their last bit of
energy doing a rhumba here, a
4ango there and a "you all
come back soon" everywhere.
Tickets to any and all events
maybe purchased by writing the
Banana Festival office, Box 428,
Fulton, Ky.

Top Banana
Club Wants
New Members
Twenty-seven members have
thus far joined the distinguished "Top Banana" Club of the International Banana Festival.
This is a rare kind of organization, "exclusive" inthat funds
will be used to finance the seventh
annual International Banana Festival and "open" enough to solicit individuals to underwrite
this gigantic local event.
The following persons have already become members: Dr. and
Mrs. Glyn Bushart, Henry Maddox, Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Poe,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper, Mr.
and Mrs. L. M. McBride, Mr.and
114rs. E. E. Williamson, Mr. and
Mrs. M. R, Jeffress, Dr. and
Mrs. R. W. Bushart, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Browder.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Miller, Mr.and Mrs. Charles Fields,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reams,
Mr. and Mrs. James Butts, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Warren, Mr.
and Mrs. Flynn Powell, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Henderson, Mr, and
Mrs. Charles W. Andrews.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Hendon
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Burnett, Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson, Dr. John Ragsdale, Charles
C. Jones, Paul Durbin, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Gregg, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W, Milford II, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Graham.

Clothing 4-Hers
To Receive Training
4-H Club members carrying
clothing projects will receive
training in 4-H Club Clothing
Judging at the Area Training
School held at the MayfieldRECC
Building on Thursday,July 31st-beginning at 1000 a. m.
The school will be conducted
by Mrs. Catherine Thompson,
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Agent Specializing
in Clothing and Textiles and Mrs.
Dean Roper, Cooperative Extension Agent Specializing in Youth
and Clothing.
4-H members in both junior
and senior divisions will takeL
part in an Area Judging Contest
after the training, and twelve
girls from the group will be selected to represent the area in
the Clothing Judging Contest at
the Kentucky State Fair.
FAMILY VISIT
Mrs. Bob White and Mrs. Louis
Weeks have returned from Lexington, Ky., where each visited
their daughters.
GOSPEL MEETING
Brother John Hall of Milan,
Tennessee, will commence a series of Gospel Meetings at the
McConnell Church of Christ on
Monday, August 4th at 730 p. m.
Services will continue through
Sunday night.
The public is cordially invited
to attend any and all of these
services.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, July 31, 1969

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

!Fours CORNER

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers 14 ithout a government, I should not hestitate to preder
the latter."
—THOMAS JEFFERSON

BARTON'S
Men's and Boy's Fashions
P. 0, Box 952
Mayfield, Kentucky
42086
July 25, 1969

BE STRONG!
Be Strong!

Our Man At NBC Sees Official Wrong-Doing
And Comments; There's Wrong-doing Here Too!

We are not here to play, to dream, to drift;
We have hard work to do and loads to lift;
Shun not the struggle - face it; 'tis God's gift.
Be Strong!

(Ed's Note: Our son, Paul III, is an
niterne in communications at Northwestern University at Evanston, Illinois for the summer months. He was
one of eighteen students selected from
the various colleges in America to do
actual work with the National Broadcasting Company in Chicago.
(Last week Paul was on location
with an NBC crew doing live news for
a Chicago station and one of the assignments was to cover a hearing concerning wrong-doing by some Illinois
judges.
(Today he writes about this assignment with consternation at the
apparent disregard and disrespect
some judges hold -for their offices and
their responsibilities.
(Paul is almost through with his
college education. We hope that he
will go into journalism. And if he does,
he will see first hand, in his own hometown, the flagrant misuse of public
funds, public trusts, and public offices.
We hope he can stomach the disgusting apathy he will find among taxpayers and so-called intelligent citizens to clean up the wrong-doings that
are costly in money and prestige for a
community.
(Today, right today, in these twin
cities, a handful of local citizens have
worked for months, even years to
bring to justice two nefarious public
officials who were found derelict in
their duties.
(Judges have refused to docket
the complaints; grand juries have
been pressured into turning their
backs on an indictment; an attorney
general and a prosecutor have labeled
the charges "local politics," and the
people who should be vitally concerned have responded by re-electing the
officials to higher public offices.
(Indeed, Paul III, the courts
should have a system of checks and
balances, but alas the people, who
should do the honors care nothing of
the responsibility.
(And so it goes. But here is an
editorial comment on the subject by a
young man at NBC who we hope will
continue to have the courage and the
stamina to see that if nothing else, our
courts should be the refuge of first and
last resort.)

merce commissioner was charged with
alleged misuse of public funds. His
case was brought before a lower court
which had rendered a verdict of innocent. The case was brought before
the state supreme court where the decislon of the lower courts was upheld.
This is where the impropriety
charge was levied. Sherman Klolnick,
representing a concerned citizens committee, charged that two of the justices, Supreme Court Justices Solfisburg and Justice Klingbiel had given
a favorable opinion on the commerce
case, because the man who was being
tried, had allegedly given them stock
in a Chicago bank, thus creating a
clear-cut conflict of interest. The gifts
of stock were true. One of the justices
had been given the stock, the other
purchased a sizable block of shares.

When the investigating committee
completed its hearings, the people of
Illinois and Chicago were very startled
to find out that such a charge could be
brought before the highest state court,
and that some of the "shady" dealings
were true.
Of course, no legal steps have
been brought against the judges. This
was only an investigating committee,
whose report will be made to the Supreme Court for further action. The
charges, if any, will be levied in a court
of law, only at the direction of that
Supreme Court.
All of the proceeding has brought
me to this conclusion.
Under the Constitution of the
several states, the creation of the
courts, provides the necessary checks
and balances under our system of democracy. That was nearly 200 years
ago. Isn't it about time, that we all
take the time to seriously review the
structure of our court systems, and
place upon the judges a system of
checks and balances of their own?

Last week, the impropriety hearings concerning two justices of the
Illinois supreme court came to a close,
shaking the belief of quite a few Illinois residents that the once puritan
view of the higher courts was being
tainted.
What happened to cause such arr
investigation into the personal dealings of the judges?
It all began when a former cornA member of. the Kentucky Press Association'
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041:
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton the
first of which was founded in 1880.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Paper,
Address alt mail (subscriptions, chancre of ad.
dress. Forms 3879) to Post Office Bcx 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Solos Tax.

Be Strong!
It matters not how deep intrenched the wrong,
How hard the battle goes, the day how long:
Faint not? fight on! Tomorrow comes the song.

(Ed's Note: The time is long past
due son!)

PORT GIBSON, MISS., REVEILLE: "There is one thing in this
country that hasn't changed, for which
we can be truly thankful, and that is
an elector can go in a voting booth,
and mark his ballot without anyone
having to know for whom he voted.
Let's be sure we keep this most important phase of our democratic process."
Consumer Protection, Bah!
BELMAR. N. J., ADVERTISER:
"Today the federal government seems
preoccupied with the issue of consumer protection. It wants to be sure our
package of breakfast food is full and
plainly marked: it wants us to be fully
aware of the cost of borrowing money.
Right now, when many of us are . . .
borrowing to pay our taxes. . . we
might well wish that our benevolent
Uncle Sam would worry less about the
size and weight of our breakfast food
package and show more concern about
our plight as harried taxpayers."
Costly Poverty!
REINBECK, IOWA, COURIER:
"Reports released by the ge..qieral Accounting Office in Washfngton show
that the cost of training a boy or girl
in the War On Poverty Oriented Job
Corps schools will average between
$7,000 and $9,000 per year per student
. . . Is it necessary

Mrs. Jo Westphaling
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
I am enclosing herewith $5.00
to continue my subscription to
your fine paper. I enjoy your
editorial column very much. I
also wish to commend you On a
Job well done in your fine article
written a few weeks ago concerning the death of the Fulton music
student In Louisville.
I am glad you are recovering
from your illness and I intended
to send you a card while you
were hospitalized, but your stay
was shorter than I anticipated
and I am happy for you that it
was.
With every good wish for your
continued good health and fine
journalism, I am
Sincerely yours,
Reece Barton

Maltbie Davenport Babcock.

^
Mr. R. P. Westpheling
Editor, Fulton County News
209 Commercial Avenue
Fulton, Kentucky 42041

LInurspConner
THE SAINT AND THE FICTION MAKERS, by Fleming Lee.
Protecting the mysterious Amos
Klein, author of a widely successful series of spy thrillers,
seemed like a dull assignment
job
to Simon Templar. The
began to look much more exciting when he met Amos—who
beautiful
turned out to be a
girl, Amity Little. And then
S. W. 0. R. D. (Secret World
Organization for Retribution and
them
Destruction) kidnapped
both and the Saint found himself in the middle of an incredible adventure, straight out of
an Amos Klein caper.
THE GREEN GAUNTLET, by
R. F. Delderfield. This author
has created a magnificent saga
of English country life, peopled
with nearly a hundred characters and enriched by a superb
mastery of atmosphere
and
background. In this absorbing
novel we go to the great farming valley of Shallowford and
to the seven families whose
lives are rooted in the green
acres, now imperiled as never
before by the dark shadow of
Nazi invasion.
DIALOGUES WITH THE DEVIL, by Taylor Caldwell. The
Devil? Yes: for this book is
less than a colloquy'
nothing
with the Prince of Darkness —
a
sequence of tart, ironic,
deadly serious dialogues between the Archangel Michael
and the Mover of the underworld.

THE GOLD AND
SILVER
HOOKS, by Ruth Moore. In the
rugged company of Faulkner,
Caldwell, and Steinbeck, Ruth
Moore holds her own. To the
soundness of this judgment this
new novel is ample testimony.
A narrative of New England
family life through generations,
unfaltering in its grasp, it is
also a superb portrait of a
woman both blessed and cursed
by an uncompromising personal
integrity.
BUT WE DIDN'T GET THE9
FOX, by Richard Llewellyn;
This is the adventures of a
fascinating, resourceful British
agent, Edmund Trothe, who is
off on a high level espionage
adventure triggered by a bomb
explosion, a kidnapping, and the
theft of some secret information.
, by
ANYONE GOT A MATCH"
Max Shulman. This is a funny
novel about the four gravest
threats we face — cigarettes,
food, TV, and love. A funny
novel about the potential evils
of cigarettes and food . .
Yes, very, you'll agree as you
meet among others, seventyfive-year-old Jefferson Tatum,
the lord of Owens Mill, selfmade and mightiest of cigarette
tycoons.
AN EASY WAY TO GO, by
George Harmon Coxe. When
news photographer Kent Murdock drops everything to track
down the murderer of Lloyd
Farnsworth, it is not just a

>11•111.04111M4 w=100,41MP41411•1041411M4).1111M0111111111.04=1.041111M4 NMI."

FROM THE FILES.—

Thank God!
Mom: It was good talking to you
last night. Give my regards to Dad
and everybody. THE FOLLOWING IS
AN EDITORIAL WHICH, I THINK
WILL BE MgRE USEFUL THAN A
FEATURE ABOUT MY VISITS.

Say not, "The days are evil. Who's to blame?"
And fold the hands and acquiesce - oh, shame!
Stand up, speak out, and bravely, in God's name.

By Brenda Rowlett

After the charges were filed, the
Supreme Court of Illinois then set up
a commission to hear and investigate
the complaints. The Commission was
called by the Chief Justice, who was
himself, being investigated.

Letters To Editor

Turning Back The Clock

matter of scooping the competion. He himself is a leading
witnesses,
suspect.
Several
including a gossip columnist
for a rival newspaper, can testify that they saw him at a dinner with the artist's estranged
wife, saw Farnsworth take a
swing at Murdock.
WHEN IN GREECE, by Emma
Lathen. The Sloan Guaranty
Trust has Just invested thirty
million dollars in a new hydroelectric project in the mountains of Greece when the
Colonels
stage their
coup
d'etat. On the second day of
the coup, Sloan's representative
in Greece, Ken Nicolls, is
arrested by the Army
while
waiting for a train in Salonika,
and immediately vanishes.
ELECTRA, by Gladys Schmitt.
Electra is deep, dramatic, and
heartrending: It is illuminated
by startling action, brilliant
scenes, and people — not just
characters — who are convincing
in their very many-sidedness,
their wayward minds,
and
their impulsive deeds. It is,
with the exception of Sophocles'
tragedy, the most powerful reanimation of the Greek we know.
WATCH THE WALL
MY
DARLING, by Jane Aiken Hodge.
A carriage rolled swiftly along
the rainy English marsh on the
road from London. Suddenly a
barricade barred the way and
the carriage was attacked by
thieves. Strangely, at the mere
mention of her
name, young
Christina Tretton was released
by the handsome leader of the
gang — even after a struggle
during which she bit his hand.
SHADOWS WAITING, by Anne
Eliot. The Chateau of Laurais
looked stately yet welcoming in
the clear moonlight as Jenny
Warren approached it in her
little car one evening in June.
romantic
She knew that the
(Continued on Page Fear)
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Dear Mr. Westpheling
The Traffic Safety Coordinating
Committee is requesting that you
help us in our endeavor to combat
accidents on the highways.
Last year 1,054 lives were lost
on highways in Kentucky. If continued at the present rate, more
lives will be lost this year. It
is time to seriously consider
this problem and remind ourselves that the useless slaughter of human lives can be curtailed.

Alex
Davi
R. H

brid(

Your newspaper could be a powerful ally in convincing the
public that many traffic accidents
result in needless deaths. It is
feared that the public has become
immune to traffic fatalities and
have begun to accept them. Until the public is convinced that
these deaths cannot be taken for
granted, the fatality rate will
continue to soar.
We shall send out weekly news
releases in the Public Information's News Packet and shall furnish any additional material requested that will aid you in informing the public of its need to
take an active interest in preserving their lives and the lives of their fellow Kentuckians.
Very truly yours,
Arthur E. Beard,
Director
Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I am pleased to read that you
are back on the job.
I hope your recovery is repid
and complete.

Gordon

Sincerely,
M. Quarnstrom

Miss Millie Ann Boaz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvyl Boaz of Paducah, and Lawson H. Myers, Jr., son
of Mr. Lawson Myers. Sr., and Mrs. Jennie Myers of
Fayetteville, Tenn., will be married Thursday night,
August 4, in Paducah. Miss Boaz formerly lived in Fulton and has many friends here.

Mrs. R. M. Alford was gracious hostess to an informal
tea Thursday afternoon in her home on Second
July 29, 1548
Street, complimenting her sister, Mrs. C. E. Lilly of TuGlenn Springer of Pryorsburg and a former Indi- pelo, Miss., and Mrs. R. Paul Westpheling, Sr., of St.
ana newspaperman, has purchased the Grill Cafe on Joseph, Mo., Mrs. Alford was assisted in serving by Mrs.
Fourth Street from Doyle Richmond, the new owner an, J. D. Davis and Mrs. J. H. Maddox
nounced today. Mr. Springer and his family have alOn Tuesday, July IC, in a beautiful wedding, Miss
ready moved to the city and he has assumed operation
Verna
Faye Dunning, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Verron
of the cafe.
L. Dunning of Fultoii, became the bride of Harold D.
A special feature of the coming West Ky-Tenn Fair Henderson, Jr., son cf Mr. and Mrs. Harold D. Henderand American Legion Horse Show, to be held at the son, Sr. The double ring ceremony, performed by Bro.
Fulton fairgrounds August 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, will Joe Wilson, of the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, was held
be midget auto racing, and a special feature of the mid- in the home of the bride's parents. Miss Rhuedell Haget auto program will be the appearance of Sharon Ann stings served as maid of honor and J. A. Taylor of
O'Halloran, probably the world's tiniest and only mid- Crutchfield attended the groom as best man. Following
the ceremony a reception was held in the dining room.
get auto driver.
The couple left for an unannounced wedding trip, after
Four Fulton service stations affiliated with the which they will be at home in Fulton where they are
Standard Oil Company have been awarded bronze employed. The bride and groom are members of the
plaques in appreciation for their outstanding coopera- 1949 graduating class of Cayce High School.
tion with the policies of that company. They are: Bob
The Crutchfield Homemakers enjoyed a picnic on
White Motor Company, Coleman's Service Station,
the
of the Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Murchisons July 22.
lawn
Maynard's Service Station and Puckett's Service StaA long table on the lawn was laden with good things to
tion,
eat. There were forty people present.
A former Fultonian, Charles Win Whitnel, has
Water Valley: Announcement was made recently of
"made the news" in a big way in Greenville, S. C. Mr.
Whitnel was the subject of an eight-columit Itreamer in the marriage of Miss Charlotte Mervin of Memphis and
the Greenville News, when he resigned as secretary of Erwin Owen, which took place in November.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Reid,
the Greenville Chamber of Commerce. He resigned to
return to his former work of teaching public speaking, Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Reid and their families attended a
dinner at the home of I eir parents, honoring Mr. Reid
salesmanship and human relations.
on his 70th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Rogers had as their dinner
guests Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Dawes Johnson and
Fulton Route 4: Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchidaughter, Betty Ann, of Detroit and Mrs. S. J. Holt, son were honored Wednesday afternoon with a housesouth of town. Mrs. Johnson is the former Virginia Holt keeping shower in the home of Mrs. Les Cruce. The
and is a niece of Mrs. Rogers.
newlyweds received many gifts.
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Miss Sara Jane Poe Is Engaged
To Taylor Ledford Davidson, Jr.
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Dr. and Mrs. Jean Allen Poe are announcing
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Sara Jane, to Taylor Ledford Davidson,
Jr., son of Colonel and Mrs. Taylor Ledford Davidson, Sr., of Frankfort, Kentucky.
Miss Poe attends the University of Kentucky,
where she is a senior, majoring in English. She is a
member of the UK English honorary and a former
member of Alpha Lambda Delta, Cwens and Links
honoraries. A Fulton High School graduate, she
was a cheerleader for four years and was valedictorian of her class. She was the Citizenship Award
winner and was chosen as Miss Fulton High
School. This fall she will be employed as a reporter
for the Lexington Ky. Herald-Leader.
Mr. Davidson graduated in 1966 from Franklin County High School, where he was a member of
the Key Club. He has been serving active duty with
the 165th Tactical Reconnaissance (Sp.) Squadron
and is now with the Headquarters Staff, Kentucky
Air National Guard. He will re-enter the University of Kentucky in the fall. He is employed as
electronic engineer for TV Station WKYT in Lexington.
Miss Poe is the granddaughter of Mrs. B. B.
Alexander and Mrs. J. T. Poe, both of Fulton. Mr.
Davidson's paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Davidson of Onaida, Kentucky.
A late August wedding at the home of the
bride on Eddings Street is being planned.
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As guests entered the church,
Mrs.
they were greeted by
Corinth,
Bob Joiner, from
of
the
Mississippi, sister
groom. She was presiding at
the register which was placed
on a white linen draped table.
Dr. C. D. Goodwin, church
pastor, officiated at the double
ring ceremony. The vows were
impressively solemnized folnuptial
lowing a program of
music presented by John Lovelace, organist, and Mrs. Genie
Barnes, the former Miss Nancy
Lovelace, soloist.
Mr. Lovelace played "Jesu,
Priceless Treasure" (Bach),
"More"(Ortolani and Oliviero),
Jesus
"I Call
Thee Lord
Christ" (Bach), "Aria"(Peeters), "Love is a Many Splendored Thing" (Webster-Fain),
"Because" (d'Hardelot), "Song
of Love," "On Earth Has Dawned This Day of Days" (Bach),
and "Oh Promise Me."
After the brothers of
the
bride and groom, Milton Hutchinson and David Thorpe, lighted
the candles, Mrs. Barnes sang

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
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Seeking the blessings of the Almighty and exprPssing deep love and respect for families and
friends, Miss Mary Lucille Hutchinson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Hutchinson, Route 3,
Union City, and James Herman Thorpe, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Thorpe, Route 4, South Fulton. Tennessee, exchanged nuptial vows Sunday, July 20,
at 3:30 p. m. in the First United Methodist Church
of Union City.
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Miss Hutchinson, Mr. James Thorpe
Exchange Vows In Brilliant Setting

Miss Poe

Rules Given
For Sorority
Rush At MSC
All new women students living in the City of Murray or who
will be commuting to classes
at Murray State University this
fall must register and pay certain required fees if they wish
pre-school
to participate in
sorority rush activities, Miss
Lillian Tate, dean of women
at the university, has announced.
These new students are asked to contact or come to Miss
Tate's office in the Administration Building not later than August 15, not only to register and
pay the fees but also to pick up
their packets of rush week insaid.
Miss Tate
formation,

William Leneave, IV
Says Hello To World
Lt. and Mrs. Bill Leneave
of 1000 Thompson Place, Apt.
B-14, Nashville, Tenn., announce
the arrival of a son, William
Alexander Leneave the fourth, on
July 23. The newcomer's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Leneave of Fulton, Ky., and Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Wade Freeman
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Leneave of Fulton, Ky., and Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Freeman of Martin, Tenn.
Mrs. 0. J. Hoffman of Martin
and Mrs. A. J. Rucker of Gleason are great-grandmothers.
REVIVAL MEETING
There will be a revival meeting
at the Water Valley Baptist
Church, beginning August 11.

Within the next few months,
you'll probably be taking a trip
for fun. Much of the fun and
enjoyment of a trip will depend
on having the right clothes. Your
travel
wardrobe, therefore,
should be planned with the view
of where you are going, the purpose of the trip, the time of
year, the mode of travel, the
climate and the activities planned. Neatness and trimness
should be the keynote to your
travel wardrobe. Dark clothes
and accessories, besides being
practical, also look better.
You need clothes in which you
may it comfortably, made of
a fabric that is fairly crush
and crease resistant so you
look fresh and unwilted as you
travel. Garments made of knits
and permanent press fabrics
travelers and
are excellent
packers. Strive to be an attractive traveler. Above all, don't
wear shorts or tight-fitting pants
and avoid bare backs, bare midriffs, bare necklines. Even if
it's very warm, too much bareness looks out of place in terminals, restaurants and tourist attractions. Save these outfits for the beach. Nothing can
be exciting or fun when your
feet hurt, so comfortable shoes
are a necessity. — Catherine
Thompson
Girls wh6 lend a hand in the
home kitchen can make butchertype aprons of patterned vinyl.
These are also useful as practical protectors in the school
lab or home economics kitchen
because they are so safely sudsoff-able. — Mrs. Dean Roper
EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF A SMALL
CHILD ... While an infant needs
almost complete protection and
care for the first few months of
his life, he reaches a stage
where it is possible to overprotect or over-mother him.
Mothers should be willing to
relinquish part of the child's
need for her when he begins
to want to do things for himself. This stage usually begins

about 9-12 months of age. The
child begins to show his independence and want to do things
for himself. The mother should
his
recognize and encourage
independence, helping him
to
the next stage of development.
Affection and harmony between
parents act as the foundation on
which a successful life is built.
How good is the foundation in
your family? — Irma Hamilton
* ••••
Your home decoration should
please you. When you decorate
for others you please no one.
When you have decorated your
home exactly as you want to,
will
when it pleases you, It
usually be pleasing to everyone. Your friends will immediately recognize what you have
done. Accept it and enjoy it as
done, accept it and enjoy it as
much as you do. — Mrs. Mildred
W. Potts
LOTS OF VISITORS
Mrs. D. K. Gadtnev of Corinth,
Miss., her son, D. K. Galtney,
Jr., his wife and four children
of New Orleans, and her daughter,
Mrs. Tom Dupree, her husband
and four children of Lexington,
Ky., will arrive in Fulton Friday and will be at the Park Terrace. Mrs. Galtney, her son and
family will leave Saturday afternoon for Springfield, Mo., and
the Duprees will stop at Kentucky
Lake enroute to their home.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
pleasure
The News takes
in wishing Happy Birthday to
the following friends:
August 1: Doris Bolin, Nancy
Polsgrove,
Wilbert
Vetter;
August 2: Tom Bushart, Mrs.
August
3:
George
Rita Adams;
E. Johnson;
Jessie Sisson,
August 4:
Rita Craven, Margaret Whitnel; August 5: Connie Andrews;
August 7: Chad Argo, Debora
Beard, Joy Jones, Mrs. Wilbert Vetter.

Holiday Inn
Setting For
Bridal Party
Miss Mary Hutchinson and
the feminine attendants in her
wedding to Jim Thorpe on Sunday
afternoon were honored
Sunday morning with a brunch
at the Holiday Inn at Fulton.
Hostesses for the party were
Mrs. Knox T. Hutchinson, grandmother of the bride, and Mrs.
Norman Hutchinson, aunt, both
of Murfreesboro.
The honoree was attractively
attired in a red, white and navy
voile dress complemented with
navy accessories and a corsage
of white carnations.
Mrs. Knox Hutchinson
was
wearing a black and
white
checked voile with harmonizing
accessories and Mrs. Norman
Hutchinson received in a green,
white and black design
with
black accessories.
Guests were seated at a long
table centered with an arrangement of white gladioli, Fuji
mums and pompons. The arrangement featured a miniature
bride and bridegroom and white
bells and lovebirds, cherished
family items that were on the
wedding cake of the honoree's
parents.
A delicious brunch of melon
balls or orange Juice, ham
omelets, sweet rolls, toast
and jelly, and beverages was
enjoyed by 15 guests.
The
bride presented
her
bridesmaids with sterling silver
monogrammed bells.
Those attending, in addition
to the honoree, the hostesses,
and Mrs. Charles
.
M. Hutchinson and
Mrs. Earl Thorpe,
mothers of the bridal pair,
were Miss Ruthmary Williams
of Auburn, Ala., Mrs. Thomas
Hutchinson, Betty, Linda and
Debbie of Murfreesboro, Betsy
Sevier and Jane Jenkins
of
Waynesboro, Anita Phillips of
Auburn, Mrs. Bob Joiner of
Corinth, Miss., and Miss Sharon
Byers of Union City.
The
hostesses
presented
Miss Hutchinson with a sterling
silver salt and pepper set and
a crystal and sterling bonbon dish. Her mother gave her
a sterling bell like the bridesmaids, but engraved with "Mary
and Jim,
July 20,
1969."
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When one of our local young ladles marries the kind of nice guy she deserves, there's occasion fer a let el "meeting up and venting with each other." Lest week Mrs. Win Whittle', Mrs. Clarence Reed and Mrs. Hunter Whitewall entertained at a reception to honor the il3rrner Miss MOW.Wilily and her husband Robert McCurdy. In the first photo Mollie
and Robert are chatting about the hern•-town with Mollie's mother, Mrs. Steve Wiley. TM middle photo reveals some animated cinwersation between Mrs. Roy Mead, the former
Betsy Whitson who new liV011 in Orange, C•lifornia, Hunter Byrd Whitewall, the honorees and Mrs. Robert Whitestell. The last photo is of two of the hostesses Mrs. Vihitnel and
Mrs. Whitesell replenshing the party snacks fer thia many guests who celled. The reception was held at the Whittle' home.

"I Love You Truly" (Carrie
Jacobs-Bond) and 'Wedding
Prayer" (Dunlap). The Bridal
Chorus from '‘Lohengrin"(Wagner) and the Wedding March
Night's
from "A Midsummer
Dream" (Mendelssohn) were
used.
F r
the wedding occasion the
illuchurch sanctuary was
minated by myriads of white
tapers. Two potted palms in
antiqued green Grecian urns
were on the choir rail on
either side of the altar.
An arrangement of large white
Fuji mums and greenery flanked by three-branched candelabra
with white tapers was on the
communion rail on both sides of
the church. Behind this communion rail were branched candelabra draped with boxwood
garlands. At each end of the
rail were two stately wedding
palms in antiqued green Grecian urns.
wedding
'i'wo white satin
cords
made long
graceful
bows on each end of the chancel rail. On either side to
the back of the chancel rail
were tall seven-branched candelabra
with white
wedding
blossoms and greenery.
the
Family pews between
white carpeted aisles were
marked with arrangements of
stephanotis blossoms and large
satin bows.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, came down the
aisle attired in an exquisite
gown of white satin under white
silk organza. It featured a rounded neckline, a fitted waistline,
long buttoned sleeves that came
to points at the wrists. The
gown's bouffant skirt terminated in a cathedral train in the
back. The gown and train were
re-embroidered with Alencon
lace with
dainty irridescent
sequins and seed pearls. Her
elbow length veil of silk illusion was attached to a small
headpiece of lace leaves traced
with seed pearls. The bride
wore an opal necklace, a gift
of the groom.
The bride's crescent-shaped
bouquet was centered with a
pure white cattleya orchid with
a yellow throat and was surrounded by Golden Rapture roses
and stephanotis tied in
love
knots on long white
sat in
streamers.
The bridal attendants
wore
floor length A-line dresses of
moire satin alternating light
olive and pale Spanish
gold
colors. Their gowns featured
a high round neckline, tiny
short sleeves, and a deeppleat
below a bow in the back. Each
skirt formed a slight train in
the back. Each girl carried a
single long stem Golden Rapture rose trimmed with moss
colored satin ribbons edged with
avocado lace.
Miss Betty Jean Hutchinson,
cousin of the bride, of
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, served
as maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Jane Jenkins and
Miss Betsy Sevier of Waynesboro, Tennessee, Miss Sharon
Byers of Union City, roommate of the bride at UTm, and
Miss Anita Phillips of Auburn,
Alabama. Miss Linda Hutchinson, cousin of the bride, of
b
Mrure
idfrsem
ea
sid
boro, served as junior
Miss Leigh Holman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holman of
Trenton, Tennessee, was flower
girl. Her dress was identical
to the bridesmaids' except it
was of white moire.
All the girls wore
Dior
bows on their heads matching
the
colors of their
dresses
and dyed-to-match shoes.
Earl Thorpe served his son
as
best man. Ushers were
David Thorpe, Milton Hutchinson, Dr. Bob Joiner, brotherin-law of the groom,
from
Corinth, Mississippi,
Billy
Simrell of Union City, and Billy
McLeod, Marine friend of the
groom
from Mayakka
City,
Florida. Ty McConnell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McConnell of South Fulton, Tenn.,
served as ring bearer.
All
wore white carnation houtonniero
F ers,
her daughter's
wedding, Mrs. Hutchinson chose a
pale blue linen with matching
lace running diagonally across
the front. She wore a matching
pale blue picture hat and dyedto-match shoes. Her flower
was a white purple-throated
cattleya orchid.
For
her son's
wedding,
Mrs. Thorpe chose a
pale
aqua silk shantung
design
featuring a yoke covered with
pale aqua sequins. She wore
a whimsey of the same color

and dyed-to-match shoes. Her
white
was a pure
corsage
cattleya orchid with a purple
throat.
Mrs. Knox Hutchinson, paternal grandmother of the bride,
was wearing an aqua silk design featuring long full sleeves.
She wore a hat and shoes of the
same shade. Mrs. L. D. Allen,
step-grandmother of the bride,
was wearing a two-piece knit
dress of pale greenwith matching hat and accessories. Miss
Marene Allen, great-aunt of
and
the bride, wore a blue
white design with matching acora
pte ,thpate
them
Milton
eh
i
groom.
grandmother of the
linen
blue ac
71e and
beiger
wo e a h2
h
e
neck,
atM
trim
m.ot
tMh rdi
gwrian
accessories.
Mrs. Lynn Jacobs, maternal
groom, wore
with
a pale blue knit dress
white accessories. All received
white cymbidium orchids.
At the close of the ceremony,
the bride and groom ascended
the steps to the altar, knelt on
the white satin pile dieu, the
rail of which was draped with
white satin ribbon and liliesof-the-valley. As they knelt in
prayer, Mrs. Barnes
softly
sang "The Lord's Prayer"(Malotte).
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents entertained at a
reception in the fellowship hall
of the church. The bride's
table
was overlaid with
a
beautiful white linen cutwork
cloth over pale green
satin.
The five-tiered colonnade wedding cake, a gift of Mrs. Thomas Hutchinson, aunt of the
bride, was decorated with white
and gold roses. The centerpiece
was a tall five-branched silver
candelabrum decorated with gold
roses, white Fuji mums and
gypsophila. At the other end
of the table, golden
wedding
a
punch was served from
crystal punch bowl surrounded
at the base with Golden
Rapture rose buds and leatherleaf. Nuts and white and gold
mints were served from crystal
and silver containers.
Mrs. Thomas Hutchinson
served the cake. Miss Cathy
punch
Hicks presided at the
bowl. Another sorority sister,
Miss Amelia Hanafee of Jackson, assisted her.
Also serving were
Misses
Ellen Dahnke, Margaret Ann
Garth, Patsy Fry, Paula Goodman and Ann Crump of Dyersburg. Miss Debbie Hutchinson, youngest cousin of
the
bride, passed out white
net
rice bags tied with green and
avocado ribbons.
The couple left on a Southern
wedding trip. The bride
was
wearing a white and
brown
paneled dress with brown patent
shoes and carried a bag which
bore her new initials. She pinned the orchid from the bridal
bouquet at her shoulder. Miss
continued

on

page 6

Thorpes Host
Party Prior
To Rehearsal
On Saturday evening prior to
the wedding, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Thorpe entertained with a rehearsal dinner at the Biltmore.
The large U-shaped table was
centered with a long slender
arrangement of pink carnations and Marguerite daisies
with pink candles.
For the occasion Miss Hutchinson wore a pink silk twopiece
dress with a silk net
blouse. Her accessories were
in white. Her corsage was a
phalaenopsis orchid.
The
groom presented her
with an opal necklace and she
presented
him with a monogrammed gold
belt
buckle.
The groom's attendants were
presented bill clips monogram_ med with initials on a gold
plate. Ty
McConnell,
ring
bearer, received a silver identification bracelet.
A delicious dinner of melon
balls, tomato and lettuce salad,
roast beef, green beans with
slivered almonds, corn, and
hot rolls was served, followed by an ice cream dessert
topped with coconut and pecans.
Those enjoying the
dinner
(and singing "Happy Birthday"
to the groom) in addition to the
bridal couple and parents of the
couple, were Mr. and
Mrs.
Genie Barnes, Mr. and Mrs.
John Lovelace, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Massengill, Miss
Jane
Jenkins, Miss Betsy Sevier,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Simrell,
Ruthmary Williams (the bride's
stand-in at the rehearsal), Mies
Sharon Byers, Miss Anita Phillips, Mrs. Tony Jetton, Mrs.
Johnny McConnell, Ty,and Nannette, Billy
McLeod, David
Thorpe,
Nancy
Easterwood,
Dr. and
Mrs. Bob
Joiner,
Miss Betty Hutchinson, Miss
Linda Hutchinson and Milton
H utc hinscr
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Coin Show Is
August 2 At
Paducah Center
The Western Ky. Coln Club
01,111 sponsor the Ninth Annual
Coin Show, August 2 and 3rd.
at the Jaycee Civic Center,
Paducah, Ky. Hours will be
900 A. M. to 8:00 P. M. on
Saturday and 10:00 A. M. to 6-00
P. M. on Sunday.
Admission is free and there
will be plenty of free parking.
There will be 40 dealers from
all parts of the U. S. to supply
all collectors with coins and
other numismatic items. A bid
board will be held each day.
All collectors are urged
to
attend this event and the public
is invited to come out to see
all the
many interesting displays.
Only 2 per cent of the area
of the United States Iles under
water.
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Dear Ann Landers...
Dear Ann Landers: A while
back a reader expressed surprise that suicide was the
sixth cause for death in the
United States. I'll bet it would
show up as fourth if all the actual
suicides were listed as such.
Thousands of people who die
In auto accidents kill themselves. In fact, driving off
called
bridges and cliffs is
"Catholic suicide." Furthercommore, some insurance
panies don't pay off on suicidal
deaths so the well-insured person who is tired of living gets
in his car and runs into the
river. Who can prove it wasn't
an accident?
Frankly, I'm surprised that
more people don't kill themof
selves. For every ounce
pleasure in this lousy life there
is a pound of pain. For every
good person there are a thousand scoundrels. Life is cruel
and rotten and unjust. If you
can think of three good reasons
why my life is worth living I
wish you'd let me in on them.
Right now I'm despondent, dissick of fighting.
gusted and
Just sign me- Battle Weary
-- Dear Weary: I can't give
you even one reason your life
is worth living because I don't
know what kind of hand you
were dealt - or how you've
played it. I do know that life
to me is exc it ing and joyous
and I want as much of it as I
can get.
Yes, life can be cruel and
rotten and unjust, but it can
also be joyous and rewarding.
You say the cup is half empty.
I say it is half full. Yet we
are both speaking of the same
cup. It all depends on the point
of view.
The person who places no
value on life places no value
on himself. And this is your
central problem.
•• •
Dear. Ann Landers:
Every
now and then you print a letter
from a wife who complains that
she can't get her husband to
fix anything around the house.

''(EVERYBODY STAYS
AT THE
:d4f.

It will soon be pistiic time
again at Fancy Farm.
The 89th annual Homecoming
Picnic at St. Jerome Church is
scheduled for August 2, according to Joseph L. Wilson, chairman of the event. Wilson has announced that several "outstanding" speakers have been invited.
Expected to attend the state's
'most famous "political get-together" are Gov. Louie Nunn,
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, both candidates for State Auditor and candidates for State Representative
from the area.

cifrir
• LOW RATES — Beautifully decorated rooms with modern baths,
television, air conditioning.
• FAMILY PLANS — No charge for children under 14 when in
the some room with parents. If additional room is needed,
single rate would apply for both rooms.
• FREE PARKING in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.

As in past years, dinner will
be served in the school cafeteria
from 11:00 a, m. until 1:00 p. m.
and again at 5:00 p. m. until all
are served. The meal features
home-cooked food including barbeque, chicken, and a variety of
fresh vegetables.

• LOUISVILLE'S RNEST FOOD in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in the
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACIUTIES.

Eac4 70 7‘c
413AC I I

Entertainment will be provided
throughout the day and evening
by a band. There will be games
set up for visitor's enjoyment
and a 1969 Ford hardtop will be
given away that night.
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HOME OF KENTUCKY HOSPITALITY
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Dear Ann Landers: I am expecting our first baby in about
seven weeks. We waited a long
time for this child and I want
to do everything just right. Now
a dark cloud is hovering over my
shoulder. My mother-in-law assumes that I would be happy to
have her move in for a few weeks
and help with the baby when we
come home from the hospital.
It's nice of her to offer but
I don't want her. The thought of
having my mother-in-law "in
charge" is making a nervous
wreck out of me. I don't consider
getting up during the night a

hardship. It will be a pleasure.
I want to change my baby's diapers, give him his bottle, feed
him and bathe him. This is the
joy of being a new mother and I
don't want to share it.
Is there anything I can say
without hurting her feelings? Or
for the sake of the relationship
should I keep my mouth shut
and let her come? —Peoria
--Dear Peoria: If you don't want
your mother-in-1 a w's help,say
so. Allowing her to come will
not improve the relationship, it
will worsen it. Thank her andtell
her you ar e eager to see how
well you can do on your own.
An perhaps you should add, "If
I run into trouble, it's good to
know I can call on you."
•• * * •
Dear Ann Landers: You often
advise women who write about
having their faces lifted, "Go
ahead and do it if you want to."
I'd like to give you another side
of the story.
My grandmother had her face
lifted eight months ago and it is
ruining her life. She wasn't very
pretty to begin with, but she had
a fairly good figure and could
afford expensive clothes. Grandpa died three years ago. Grandma got over her grief in record time and started to look
for a man. She attracted mostly
bums who were after her money.
And old bums, at that. A friend
suggested that Grandma get her
face lifted. She did it and now she
is attracting young bums. Furthermore she is making a fool of

August 15 Is
Deadline For
Farm Contest
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You tell them, "Stop nagging
hire the work done."
and
Now, will you please tell me
what to do with a husband whose
hobby is taking things apart especially after he has had a
drink or two, and doesn't know
how to put them back together
again?
The TV hasn't been the same
since he tried to ',improve the
picture." He has dismantled
an air-conditioner and ruined
my sewing machine. Lastweek
he had to have the car towed
to the garage after he was
sure he could fix the knock in
the motor.
If you can think of a cure
for this you are a genius, Ann
Landers. Just sign me - Married To A Fixer
--Dear Married: If something
is not working properly, forget
to mention it. When an appliance is left dismantled or
call a professional
broken,
and get it repaired. Your husrelatively
band's
hobby is
harmelss compared with some
I've heard of. At least he's
he's
at home, even though
taking things apart.
•••
Confidential to Afraid He Can't
Make It: Don't bet the rent,
Honey. According to Masters
and Johnson (the latest version
of Kinsey), it's possible to
remain sexually active in the
late
70's and early 80's.
•• * * •

Fancy Farm
To Hold Big
Picnic Aug.2
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Pointing out that the annual
event is a community affair. Wilson said, "All of us around
Fancy Farm invite everybody
to come and enjoy themselves
with their friends."

coos

5021 584 4141

Woodland owners in Kentucky
have until Friday, August 15,
to submit entries in the annual
Tom Wallace Farm Forestry
Awards competition.
The contest, sponsored by
The Courier-Journal, The Louisville
Times and WHAS, Inc.,
seeks woodland owners with
outstanding forestry management
programs in
Kentucky
and 31 Southern Indiana counties.
Grand
prize in the contest
is $500. The second place winner will receive $200. Also,
the woodland owner showing the
most improvement in his farm
forestry program in the past
year will receive a $200 prize.
The improvement division runner-up
will receive $100.

herself acting like a spring chicken. My mother thinks maybe the
surgeon's knife slipped and damaged her brain.
So please don't encourage w.)men to have their faces lifted.
Everyone liked Grandma better
the way she was.---Sad boy of 15.
--Dear Boy: From your description of Grandma, I suspect she
even
would have had trouble
with her old face.
•* • *
How will you know when the
real thing comes along? Ask
her
Ann Landers. Send for
booklet "Love Or Sex And
How To Tell The Difference."
Send 35C in coin and a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope with your request.
(C) 1969, Publishers - Hall
Syndicate

Marker Dedicated
To Local Woman
Of Pioneer Spirit
Some 60 persons attended a
dedication ceremony near here
Sunday at an historical marker
in honor of Lucy Flournoy Roberts, the first woman of French
Hugenot lineage to settle in this
area.
The 3 p. m. ceremony was held
six miles east of here on the
Dukedom Highway, near Oak
Grove Church of Christ.
The marker was placed at its
present location, adjacent to the
Roberts family graveyard, after
three years of research by Mrs.
Hendon Wright of Fulton, Mrs.
Roberts' great-great-granddaughter.
Mrs. Roberts and her husband,
John Thomas Baldwin Roberts,
settled on several hundred acres
of land east of Fulton in 1832.
Several great-great-grandchildren of Mrs. Roberts were
present for the ceremony.

— LATHAM

By Mrs. Carey Frielde

by Mrs. W. C. Morrison

The Rev. Bobbye Copeland filled his regular appointment at
New Salem aaptist Church this
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and also
the evening service was held following the BTU meeting. Thereviva! closed Saturday night after
a week of nieht services only.
Although there is no visible result the church was revived by
good sermons delivered by the
Rev. Robert Foster, the visiting
evangelist from Davis Memorial
Church.
Mrs. Elmer Jones is a patient in Fulton hospital and is
under treatment. Mrs. Jones resides in Chicago, Ill., and was
here visiting with children when
she got very sick. All friends
wish for her a soon complete
recovery.
The Rev. and Mrs. Dallas
Hemphill of Union City, Tenn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True Sunday, and Mrs. Inez Vincent is spending a week with the
True family. They had a nice
visit while there.
A series of meetings is in progress this week at Knob Creek
Church of Christ with Bro.James
Shockley doing the preaching.
Mr. Charles N. Vincent, 84, a
retired farmer passed away suddenly Thursday morning in Dresden, Tenn., where he had gone
on a business trip. Mr. Vincent had spent some time in a
Mayfield, Ky., hospital several
weeks ago, for treatment of his
heart condition, and since his return home had made improvement, although a sick man, he
was able to be up and around.
He is survived by his two sons,
011ie and Charles Jr., who resided at home, two daughters,
Mrs. Gus Scarbrough, Mayfield,
and Miss Anna Lou Vincent at
home, a sister Mrs. Rufus Lowery, Fulton, Route 3.
Mr. Vincent was a member of
the New Salem Baptist Church
where funeral services were held
at 2 p. m. Saturday, with the Rev.
1., W. Carlin officiating.
The death was removed from
our midst, one of our most loved
citizens and he will be greatly
missed by all. Interment Was
at Acree cemetery.
Jackson funeral home of Dukedom had charge of all the arrangements. Deep sympathy is
extended to all the bereaved ones.
Mr. Velva Hawks Sr. continues
to improve at Fulton hospital
under treatment the past two
weeks, and hopes to get home
soon. I'm sure all friends will
be glad to hear.
Mrs. Dave Mathis hasn't felt
so well the past week, suffering
from ;arthritis pains in her side.
Saturday August 9th is the day
set apart annually for a meeting
at the Morgan cemetery, this
Dist. No. 1, to pay the caretaker Mr.Condon Mitchell.

Mr, Herman Neal Walker of
Latham is a patient at the Volunteer Hospital in Martin after
getting burned real bad last week.
A skillet of hot grease which
almost burned the house down
exploded all over his arms and
face. He is some better but has
been in serious condition.
Mrs. Geneva Barber was
transferred to the Fulton Hospital last Monday from her home
and remains in a critical condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Wright of
Dukedom were in Boston, Mass.,
the past week end for the wedding of their son, Billy, to a
Boston girl. Mrs. Opal Bowlin
took care of her mother, who
is an invalid while they were
gone.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Carney of
Dresden, have moved to the home
of his mother, Mrs. Ella Carney, who passed away some
months ago. We welcome them to
our community and Bible Union
Church.
Chess Morrison hasn't been
too well for the past two weeks.
His visitors during the weekend
were: Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Morrison of Memphis, Tenn.,
Mrs. Madge Cummings, Mrs.
Irma Jean Wright, Harvey Carney, Mr. and Mrs. Huron Mosley and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan.
SO WHAT!
The snail, an unusually hardy
animal, survives temperatures
from 48 to 110 Fahrenheit,and
tolerate highly polluted
can
water.

LIBRARY—
(Continued from pegs Two),
building held many treasures
and secrets; secrets she was
determined to penetrate, if only
because it would please her beloved Oliver, back in Boston.
THE ROCHEMER HAG, by
Louise W. King. Lovely, penniless Sophia Sedgewick accepts
a position as governess at
Rochmer Hall, the isolated estate of the Wentletrap family.
Governesses, who are neither
fish nor fowl, are usually left
to themselves but Sophia finds
herself embroiled in an appalling state of family affairs which soon includes murder.

Parts Far All Iladric
Shavers kb
ANDREWS
J•weiry Company

BACK HOME!
Mr. and Mrs. Gid Willingham returned to Fulton last Friday,following a three weeks stay in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.

Announcement

CONGRATULATIONS!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Williams on the birth
of twin girls in Hillview Hospital July 30. One, weighing five
pounds, four ounces, was born at
6:00 a. m., and the other weighing five pounds, six ounces, was
born at 6:03 a, m.

Between Martin and Union City

S

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

Oliver Reed - Michael J. Pollard

Saturday, August 2
THREE SHOWS

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

Starts At Dusk
Glenn Ford - Henry Fonda

The Rounders
AND

Son of a Gun Fighter

ITS SO EASY TO

ALSO
Sandra Dee • George Hamilton

STOP AND SHOP

Dr. You're Got To Be

AT

Sun. - Mon. Tues. Aug. 3 - 4 -5

Kidding
DOUBLE FEATURE

FIVE
MAYFIELD HIWAY
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AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO
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We are pleased to announce the appointment of

TILLMAN ADAMS
as special representative foz the

Jack Goldsmith Chryskr-Plymouth Co.
(FORMERLY REBEL DODGE) of UNION CITY, TENN.
Mr. Adams was associated with the former company for 18
months as Sales Manager.
He will continue to make his home in South Fulton and will
be pleased to have his friends visit him in Union City or you
may call him at his home address.
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For information on a NEW CHRYSLER or PLYMOUTH
just call and ask for "TILL" ADAMS.
PHONE 479-1906

Jack Goldsmith Chrysler-Plymouth Co.
Hiway 51 South, Union City, Tenn. Phone 885-1275
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entamil BIBLE SOCIETYPRES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60635

AN OLD FASHIONED DOCTRINE
How many there are whose 20:32; 26:18). This phase
of
hearts would be thrilled if they sanctification is based
on the re
understood the old fashioned demptive work of Christ
in our
Bible doctrine of sanctification'
behalf, for Heb. 10:10 says: We
Sanctification is not a negativs are sanctified through the offer
matter; don't do this and don't dc ing of the body
of Jesus Christ
that. It is rather the positive trutf once for all."
that God wants us for Himself at
But now God would have us apa sacred possession, much as a preciate this fact and
conduct
bridegroom considers his bride ourselves accordingly, consecrathis very own in a special, sacred ing ourselves ever more
corn
way.
pletely to Him. This is practical.
Bible sanctification is a two-fold progressive sanctification. ' - For
truth, affecting both our standing this is the will of God, even your
before God and our spiritual state sanctification" (I Thes.
4.3)
In one sense every true believe, Hence Paul's benediction: The
in Christ has already been sanc- very God of peace sanctity you
tified, or consecrated to God, by wholly" (I Thes. 5:23), and his
the operation of the Holy Spirit exhortation to Timothy to be "a
Thus we read:
vessel unto honor, sanctified, and
. . God hath from the begin- meet (fit) for the Master's
use"
ning chosen you to salvation, (II Tim. 2:21).
THROUGH SANCTIFICATION OF
How can believers be more
THE SPIRIT . ." (II Thes. 2:13). wholly sanctified to God in their
"Elect according to the foreknowl- practical experience? By studying
edge of God the Father, THROUGH and meditating on His Word. Our
SANCTIFICATION OF THE SPIR Lord prayed: "Sanctify them
IT , .." (I Pet, 1:2).
through Thy truth: Thy Word is
This has nothing to do with our truth" (John 17:17) and Paul de
conduct. God did it. Sanctification clares that "Christ loved the
begins with Him. Thus Paul could Church and gave Himself for it
write to even the careless Corin- that He might sanctify and cleanse
thian believers and say: "Ye ARE it with THE WASHING OF WATER
sanctified" (I Cot 6.11: cf. Acts BY THE WORD" (Eph 5:25,26).
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A series of Gospel services
will commence at the McConnell
Church of Christ on Monday,
August 4th, at 730 p. m. Brother John Hall of Milan, Tenn
will be the speaker throughout
the week. The public is invited
to attend any and all of these
services.
A final chapter will be written for this village Saturday,
August 2nd, which will be the last
election conducted here. Future
elections will be held at South
Fulton, where voting machines
will be installed.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell attended the National Convention
of Business and Professional Women's Club at St. Louis last
week.
Mr. David Parrish attended the
FFA Camp at Camp Clements
at Doyle, Tenn., last week. David was one of the four boys
attending from the Martin chapter.
Mrs. Ella Mizzell is visiting
her daughter in Texas this week.
Mrs. Velma Wells of El Paso,
Texas, has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Ella Mizzell, and
other relatives in this area.
Mrs. Larry Campbell (the
former Phyllis Blackwell) and
baby boy of Jackson, Mich., are
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs, V. L. Blackwell and other
relatives this week.
Barry and Gadella Bladkwell
visited in Jackson, Michigan, last
week.
Mrs. H. E. McCord visited her
mother at Franklin, Tennessee
last week.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Miss Anna
Lou Caldwell, and Mrs. Ava Levister visited Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Austin and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Austin of Palmersville,
Friday.
Brad Boggess visited James
Workman of near Fulton Saturday.
Little Miss Stephanie Ferguson
and little Master Doug Ferguson
of near Fulton visited their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.Jordan Ferguson, Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McAlister and children of Canada
are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Coates and family, and other relatives in this
area.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hastings
recently visited their daughter
Mrs. Ronald Arant and husband
of Abilene, Texas.
Mrs. Ruth Cashion and daughter visited her sister, Mrs. Jerry Williams and family in Texas
recently.

Complete Roof
Planed Protection
• us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

It's Such a Big World
Some folks say that as we grow older
the world grows smaller. Is that because
of the wonders of modern communication
and transportation? Or is it because when
some folks grow older they become preoccupied with their own little orbit of life?
Junior certainly enters life completely
preoccupied with himself. But once he begins to walk and talk—gosh how his world
balloons!
That's why he needs the religious training our churches provide. His faith must
keep pace with his burgeoning world.
And as grown-ups, in worship and
Christian devotion, we need likewise the
spiritual gifts our churches offer.
For it really is a big world. Full of challenges, opportunities, and promising tomorrows. It always looks that way to a growing soul.

— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Johns and
family have returned home after
spending a week in Detroit.
Mrs. Helen Allen was in Nashville, Tenn., last week with the
Aries paint people and we were
glad to hear Helen won second
prize on one of her beautiful
paintings.
Mrs. Claud Rozell went to Detroit, Saturday, for the going
away party that was held in a
park there for her sister, Mrs.
Lincoln Baily , who is moving
back to Ky. to live.
Mrs. and Mrs. Wallace Wisdom of Memphis, Tenn., spent
the week end with Mrs. Wisdom's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Howard. They brought one of the
children from the orphans home
there with them for the week
end.
Mr. Jesse Johns visited Mr.
and Mrs. Henson Jones Sunday
after Church at Oak Grove. Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Lowery and Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Winstead attended
Mrs. Lowery's brother's (Mr.
Vincent) funeral Saturday. We
extend our sympathy to those
people.
South Fulton Baptist Church
welcomed back their former pastor, Rev. Gerald Stow from El
Paso, Texas, with a dinner Sunday night at the Church, approximately 150 to 200 people enjoyed
a delicious meal in Christian
Fellowship. The community is
glad to welcome this fine family
back.
Sunday afternoon after preaching at Old Bethel Primative Baptist Church, several carried a
covered dish and went home with
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams.
Among those were Bobby Crouch
and wife and son, Arlie Larimer
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Terrill, Mr. and Mrs. Neal Hedge
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Varidy of Detroit,
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead and family, Steve Cupples
and Kara Lewis. Everyone enjoyed the delicious meal and
fellowship tegether, wish we
could enjoy more get-togethers
like this.
Mrs. Cora Dalton is in the
Fulton hospital and not improving like we hoped to hear she
would.
ACCREDITATION COMPLETE
Kentucky's psychiatric hospital system stands fully accredited for the first time in
history.
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WILT CHECKED
The Department of
Natural
Resources and the U. S. Forest
Service are co-operating in an
aerial survey of 23 Kentucky
counties to check on the spread
of oak wilt, a disease attacking
all species of oak.

— In Operation IN Yews—

*

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Thursday
Matthew
13:33-13

Friday
Matthew
16:21-28

Saturday
II Corinthians
5:11-21

Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

THE FULTON NEWS
Printers — Publishers
Commercial Ave.

4724600

Live Your Faith
Light The World

WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD
Church SINN,
South Fulton

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 4724951

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Proscription Drug Store

HORNREAK FUNERAL HOME
3e2 Can' Street
Fulton

Pitons 4724412

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

Phone 472-1303

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store fie at your doer
Pullen, Ky.

Phone 172-3311

Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Term.

South Fulten, Tenn.

SHOP AND SAVE

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton and Sew* Fulton

Complbeents et
Fulton Wholesale Mortals

Marine Oil Company
Fulton

Green florist supplies

Phone 2364155
DUI 4794371

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rezall Store'

472-1252

Lake Street

"Live Better Electrically"

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kencucky Ave.,

Fulton

FULTON BANK
THE

Hickman, Ky.

Phone 4724411

Dial 47241431

COMPLIMENTS OP

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.

at
West State Line

UMW

Henry L Siegel Company. Ina.

Cut flower.
Fulton, Ky.

•

W. 0. Pow*"
Fulton
Phone 472-1553

Wednesday
Psalms
24:1-10

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

Tuesdoy
Psalms
19:1-14
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ARMOR GETS SITE
Under an agreement signed
by the Kentucky Reclamation
Commission, the U. S. Corps
of Engineers and the Peabody
Coal Company, some 22,400
acres of strip-mined land in
Muhlenberg
County will
be
available
a
next spring as
training site for armored units
of the Kentucky National Guard.

Monday
I Chronicles
16:23-36

Sirootinov,

FRIENDLY SANK

Liberty Super Market
South Pullen,

Tow

COMPANY GOES-(Continued from Pape
One)
The letter released by the company to the local civic organization follows:
Paul J. Durbin
Executive Vice President
Chamber of Commerce
Dear Mr. Durbin:
We have completed our investigation and feasibility study and

S. P. NOORE At CO.
10 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-11144
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tile'

have made a preliminary report
o our Board of Directors.
Your city and community has
much to offer an industry such
as ours. After considerable analysis it was determined,
however, that from an economical
standpoint, we cannot operate as
profitably in your area as in
some others.
I want to personally thank you
for the courtesies shown to myself and Mr. Day and to inform
You that, while we did like your
community, it is not economically feasible for us to locate
in your area at this time. We de,
however, anticipate further expansion in our company and maybe the next project will fit your
area even though this one does
not.
Very truly yours,
A. A. Mann, Manager
Manufacturing Planning
REVIVAL STARTS SUNDAY
A revival at Johnson Grove
Church will start Sunday, August
3, continuing through the week.
Rev. J. R. Hamlin of Martin will
be the evangelist.

-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting

Week - End Specials
THURSDAY
FRIDAY ad SATURDAY
2500 V STORES
COUNTRY -WIDE
JOHNSON'S
BRACH'S
PLE
DGE
Circus Peanuts

Fluffy
Marshmallow

14 oz. Bag

3
30

67

Choice of
Lemon or
Regular

0

7 oz. Size

Reg.980

LA GRACE

LADY ELLEN

BATH SOAP

42 Pc. Set of

Holl wood Klippies
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Deaths
Will Polsgrove

GIANT
6 OZ.
SIZE
BAR

3°
2/250

Double 11.
Single
Prong
King IL
Queen Size
Reg. To Cord

Heavy Duty

Funeral services for Will Polsgrove were held Monday afternoon, July 28, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with Rev. W.
W. Kitterman, pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Fulton, officiating. Burial was in
Enon Cemetery.
Mrs. Polsgrove, 84, died Friday afternoon, July 25, at the
home of his son, Robert Polsgrove, in South Fulton, following
a long illness.
He was born in Hickman County, the son of the late Henry
and Louisa Graham Polsgrove.
He was married to the former
Murtie Batts, who preceded him
In death in 1960.
Surviving are three sons, Robert Polsgrove of South Fulton,
Doyle Polsgrove of Corbin, Ky.,
and Harry Polsgrove of Louisville; two daughters, Mrs. Jean
O'Rear of Route 5, Fulton and
Mrs. Mae Williams of Detroit,
ten grandchildren and eight great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Bob Davis
Mrs. Bob Davis died Wednesday
morning, July 23, in
the Obion County Rest Home at
Union City, following an extended illness.
Funeral services were held
Friday afternoon, Juli 25,
in
Hornbeak Funeral Holue chapel,
with Rev. L. W. Garlin 'officiating, and burial was in Greenlee
Cemetery.
Mrs. Davis, 76, the former
Carrie Hodges, was born In
Hickman County, the daughter
of the late F. C. and Mollie
Seay Hodges. She was married
to Robert W. Davis on November 20, 1917, and they observed
their Golden Wedding anniversary in 1967. She was a lifelong resident of this community
and she and Mr. Davis lived on
Route 1, Fulton.
She was a member of
the
First Baptist Church and of
the Susanna Sunday
School
class. Her hobby was flowers.
Surviving, in addition to her
husband, are two sons, Robert
W. Davis, Jr., of EastSt. Louis,
and Dr. Burns Davis of Kingsport, Tenn.; four
daughters,
Mrs. Don Lessley of Mayfield,
Mrs. Castle Parker and Mrs.
Bobby McClellan of Murray,
and Mrs. Leo Hutt of Lombard,
Ill.; one brother, Bard Hodges
of Route 1, Fulton; two sisters,
Mrs. Merritt Milner of
Route
1, Fulton, and Miss Martha
Hodges of Tucson, Ariz., and
eight grandchildren.

990
$2.34 Value

Hillview
Julian Shell, Bobby Halley, J.
H Harrison, Mrs. Ray Williams
and twin daughters, Mrs. Bessie
Noffel, Mrs.C harles Austin, Fulton, Donald R. Irvin, Mrs.James
Phillips, South Fulton, L. D.
Wright, Mrs. Floyd Conner, Mrs.
Neil Olive, Route I, Fulton, Mrs.
Damon Vick, Route 4, Fulton,
John Misher, Route 5, Fulton;
Mrs. Arnold Parrott, Godfrey
Myers, Mrs. Elbert Clark, Mrs.
George Moultrie, Clinton; Mrs.
Charles Reeves and baby, Mayfield, Mrs. Sam Rambo, Route
I, Water Valley.

Cd

Baraboo

Hold 9" or 10"
Paper Plates
Save On
Dishwashing

Boilable
Dishwasher
Safe
12 or.
New Colors

A Work Sayer!

77

Pkg.
Set of 4
$7.29 Value

CLOSE OUT ON ALL

SUMMER
GOODS
1/3tO/
1
2off

Fulton
Mrs. Mary Holland, Mrs. Laverne Grissom, Mrs. Margaret
Conley, Mrs. Nelle Bradford,
Charles Gutherie, Mrs. Lennie
Clark, Miss Allie Murchi
son,
Mrs. Elmer Jones, Rodney Chatman, Mrs. Ruth Williamson,
Fred
Cook, Miss Rene May, MissJa
nie Champion, Fulton, Mrs.
Elsie Newhouse and baby, Willia
m
Hogg, Mrs. Maude Dedmon, Mrs.
Quin Ella Parham, Mrs. Sally
Warren, Mrs. Archlee Hornsb
y,
South Fulton, Mrs. Annie Arring
ton, Hickman, Wayne Reilly,
Frank Winasian, Arvil Meyers
,
Water Valley, Larry Ramsey
,
Smith Boyd, Wingo, George Golden, Clois Kaler, Clinton; Mrs.
Geneva Barber, Martin, Enoch
Jones, Oakton, Larry Roberts,
Dukedom, Mrs. Willie Ruth McClanahan, Crutchfield.

Rev. George Carter died last
Thursday night, July 24, in the
Henry County General Hospital
at Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services were held
on Saturday, July 26, in the
First Methodist Churc h of Paris,
with burial in Maplewood Cemetery.
Rev. Carter, 40, was born
in Henry County, the son of
Mrs. Mary Cram Carter and the'
late James P Carter. In 1953
he was married to the former
Jenna Lou Craig. At the time
of his death he was serving as
pastor of the Methodist Church
Circuit in Clinton, Ky. He
was formerly pastor of churches
in West Kentucky and
West
Tennessee.
In addition to his wife and
his mother, he is survived by
one sister, Mrs. James B. Hill
of Paris, and two
brothers,
Connie Carter of Mayfield and
J. P.
Carter of
McKenzie,

Charles N Vincent died suddenly last l'hursday morning,
July 24, in Dresden.
Funeral services were held
in New Salem Missionary Baptist Church Saturday, July 26,
with Rev. L. W. Curtis officiating. Burial was in Acree Cemetery, and Jackson Funeral Home
was in charge.
Mr. Vincent, 84, was a retired
farmer of Route 1, Dukedom. He
was born in Weakley County,
Tenn., the son of the late Jessie and Emma Kelton Vincent.
He was a member of the New
Salem
Missionary
Baptist
Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Susie M. Rust Vincent, two sons,
011ie and Charles Vincent, Jr.,
of Route 1, Dukedom, twodaughters, Miss Anna Lou Vincent of
Route 1, Dukedom, and Mrs.Gus
Scarbrough of Mayfield, and one
sister, Mrs. Stella Lowry
of
Route 3, Fulton.

WELCOME HOMEI
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Allison
of Scottsdale, Arozona, are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Allison on West State Line
in Fulton.

Residential
and Commercial
Interior Designing
For distinctive color, design and fine furnishings to
test reflect YOU, you are
invited to visit our shop.
Write or phone collect for
appointment with one of
our designers to discuss
your space planning.
interior design, and
special furnishing
problems.
Interior design staff:
Kathryn Vaughn, mild
Donna Harlow
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We're not doctors. If you have a
serio
problem, we won't prescribe. But. . . us back
if
one of those many people who have mild you're
casional back trouble, maybe you shoul or ocd take a
long hard look at your mattress.
Lots of people tell us their back troubles
lessened or been eliminated after they have
sleeping on a Beautyrest. We do know began
Beautyrest doesn't let you sag in the middlthis; a
e; the
pocketed coils of a Beautyrest-each
acting independently-push up into the small of
your back
and give firm gentle support in that area.
So if you're back bothers you, come
store, lie down on a Beautyrest and see to our
think. Honest! We won't be miffed if what you
you don't
buy one.

Straw Rugs

3

BEAUTYREST costs only a penny-a-night more

Now,
a new
scientific cosmetic which will remove
your
wrinkles temporarily in 'List 3
minutes
and lasts up to 8 hours. Apply REVEAL
as directed to your forehead, around
eyes, and neck and watch the years your
disappear as the lines, crows feet
and puffiness disappear in lust 3 minutes.
REVEAL
is sold with a strict money back guarante
if not satisfied
for any reason Just returne
the package to your drugeist
GET REVEAL TODAY AND LOOK YOUNGE
R
TONIGHT Sold only by.
EVANS DRUG Lake St.,
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

CHOICE,

.. Regular or Extra Firm...also Super

Sizes
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Headquarters for Beautyrest
made only by Simmons

to 36,000 pounds.
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ROAD BUILDERS

Howard Henderson
South Fulton. Tenn. EQUIPMENT COMP
ANY
901/479-2517
785 East Calhoun Si -Memphis, T•110,0111111.11
ghwoy 51, South-Union City, Tennessee
South - Corinth, Mississippi

HI

Highway 45,

began
Christ
7,000

How's Your Back Today?

WRINKLES REMOVED
IN 3 MINUTES
available to you, REVEAL,

'mk):0REIII77CE HYDRAULIC

Etc.

West
cover
articil
es he
cy

(Continued from page 3)

cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities; 3,600

Fulton, Ky.

FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
August 6 - Feeder Pig Sale Brownsville
August 7 - Feeder Pig SaleSavannah
August 14 - Hereford Field
Day - Somerville

-

Jenkins was the lucky maid to
catch the rest of the bouquet.
On their return they
will
live on Route 3, Union City,
where the groom will follow
his farming interests,
and
the bride will continue
her
studies at UTM.
Among
out-of-town
guests
were:
Mrs. A. L. Lankford,
Mrs. Howard Tabor and Lynette,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Thorpe, Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Thorpe, Mr.and
Mrs. Lynn Jacobs, and Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Ray Morris, all
of Tiptonville; Mrs. Fred White,
and Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Joiner
from Jackson; from Hopkinsvile, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Hillard Thorpe, Bobby, Katy, and
Meg; Mrs. Tony Jetton
of
Lansing, Illinois; from Martin,
Tenn., Mrs. Allene Edwards,
Mrs. G. T. Hall and Tracy,
Mrs. Jake Raines, Mrs. G. M.
Hall,
Mrs. Edna
Simmons;
from Fulton, Mrs. John Simrell, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilson and Miss Nancy Easterwood; from Dexter, Missouri,
Mrs. W. II. Poyner and Ann,
and Mrs. Mike Dean; from
Ripley, Tenn., Mrs.
David
Walker, Beth and Sally; Mrs.
J. H. Sevier of Savannah, Term.;
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Jenkins
and Joe Sevier of Waynesboro,
Term.; Miss Ruthmary Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Phillips
of Auburn, Alabama; Thomas
Hutchinson and Glen, Norman
Hutchinson and Mark
from
Murfreesboro, Tennessee; and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holman of
Trenton, Tennessee; Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Gray, James Counce,
Mrs. Johnny McConnell
and
Nannette from South Fulton.

A complete line. America's qual.
ity•built hydraulic and hydraulic/

5-10-250 STORE

Sympathy is expressed to the
family of Charlie Vincent who,
though he had been quite unwell
for som line, died suddenly last
Thursda
Burial was in Acree
cemeter Saturday,
Mrs.
ace Armstrong and
Jimmie were visitors in Paris
last week. Her nephew Harold
Ford came for her as he usually does each summer.
Mrs. Ada Ross is not as well
as usual at Weakley County Nursing Home. Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
Ainley visited her Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williamson
and family arrived with their
furniture from Bellview, Michigan, last week and will be at
home at the place recently
purchased from Mr. and Mrs. A.
C. Bell, The Bells will be moving
Monday to the home they have
bought near Fulton.
Mrs. Bell's nephew J. D. Morris and wife of Chicago spent
several days last week with her.
Bobbie Sherron and family
formerly of our community but
recently of Joliet, Ill., have moved to Medina. Bobbie will be
employed at Jackson.
James McClure has not been
too well lately. He went to the
doctor today for a checkup.
Etta Mae Tyson had a severe
heart attack and is in Baptist
Hospital, Montgomery, Alabama.
She is some better and has been
moved out of intensive care.
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Ray Jackson and baby have moved into
the 0. M. Bethel home. They
had recently been employed in
St. Louis, but are working here
now.
A number of magistrates and
their wives attended the annual
barbecue last Friday night. Many
expressing the fact that this was
the best won ever. The women
are beginning to know one another better and that certainly adds
to the pleasure. They were delightfully entertained by the Wade
Brother music group and express thanks for the corsages
given each woman by Mac Buck-
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MISS HUTCHINSON-

Bags - Swim Wear -

BALDRIDGE'S

Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

Charles N. Vincent

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
July 30

Plastic Tumbler Paper Plate Holders
-f•-kt."045t1,

DUKEDOM NEWS

Rev. George Carter

HOSPITAL NEWS
Asst.
Fragrances

TR
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'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE'

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
301 WALNUT STREET

FULTON, ICY.

Discovered
:OMR!
orman Allison
ona, are visitMr. and Mrs.
eat State Line

TRNAV A, Czechoslovakia
Archaeologists from the
West Slovak museum have discovered a pottery kiln and other
articles from the Neolithic period here, reports the news agency CTK. The Neolithic period
began about 10,000 years before
Christ and lasted approximately
7,000 years.

Britons Spend More
On Car Than Home

THE NEWS

AVOID FARM AcciDENTs

LONDON—Many English families are now spending more to
run their cars than on house
payments, the British Automobile Association ,reports. It says
the cost of running a car went
up 25 per cent in the past four
years — 10 per cent last year
alone.

1FARm SATE LY
LTON. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY. JULY 31. 1069

Of interest to Homemakers
SUBSCRIBE TO THE FULTON NEWS

krt't

—Dine And Dance Al

THE CELLAR
at the Park Terrace!

GET UPPITY...

Broadway St. — South Fulton

ifs the only wey to go beck to school. Up on chunkte-heeled sports,
showing off unusual buckle trims end flapping tongues. In Madrixsa
and Buckthorn. new shades to keep pace with your Out-together

Kitchen for the Lounge is open Monday

fashions,

thru Thursday

—1-TIV111=31:1

Miles in SEVENTEEN

5: P. M. Till 10:00 P. M

6

Friday and Saturday Till 11:00
— No Cover Charge! —

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A-WEEK 7 to 11
REPLACING DEPOTS on the Illinois central Railroad, the above mobile IC Customer Service Agency began this month
making calls in area towns served by the
railroad. Pictured above is Harold Larson,
the agent who is traveling with the mobile
unit to Wickliffe, Bardwell, Arlington, Clinton, Fulton and Martin, Tenn. The van is

equipped with a two-way radio, a typewriter, copy machine and is air conditioned.
Larson, a resident of South Fulton, was
formerly an agent at the Fulton IC yards.
Building formerly used as depots in some
of the communities may be put up for
sale, a railroad spokesman said.

Kentucky's Obscenity
Law Of '66 Challenged

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
fuhon, Kentucky
Living Proof
of performance of Wayne's Sow Blox

— KenWASHINGTON
tucky's 1966 obscenity law was
tallenged Thursday in the Supreme Court by the Owners and
manager of a Louisville movie
theater who were convicted for
showing the film, "1 a Woman."
The appeal said the Kentucky
Court of Appeals had declined to
follow Supreme Court decisions
that could have cleared the film
and said the nation's highest
court would have objected to the
way Louisville police officers
seized prints.
Moreover, the appeal said, the
same film has been held not obscene by the Tennessee Supreme Court and by a federal
court in Chicago.
Last February the Kentucky
court, upholding the state law,
agreed unanimously that the
Scandinavian movie is not entitled to the free speech protections of the Constitution.
' The 7-0 decision also upheld
the convictions of the owners

BEER
SIX PACK

89C

— PINK SALE —

Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE

(Candy Pink Only)

[

and the manager of Louisville's
Crescent Theatre where "I, a
Woman," was being shown when
vice squad officers seized it in
June 1967.
A Jefferson Circuit Court jury
convicted the theater mcinager

INSIDE LATEX

WALL PAINT

G it

Reg. $2.99 Gal.

$1.99 gal.

GO

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY

Railroad Salvage Co.

PHONE 472-1821

45-51 BY-PASS

LAKE ST. — FULTON, KY
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SELL and TRADE

Both New & Used
Shotguns, Pistols, Rifles
Buy your ammunition wholesale!

REWARD
100 Extra Top Value Stamps
for this Coupon and a $3 or
more purchase at:
CAYCE TEXACO SERVICE

LEA OFR
ATHLETIC AND
PORTING GOOD
WHOLESALC & RETAIL
FULTON. KY.

a
a
a
2,
a
a

CAYCE, KY.

RAY HUNTER'S
II

10

FAMOUS PIT *BROASTED SUPREME
CHICKEN
BAR -13 - Q
Regular or Lai
Custom Made Pizza - 8" to 10"
Open 9 a. m. - TRY US - Close 9 p. m.
A Phone Call Will Have Your Order Ready 479-9082
HAMBURGER

*

W. 7'. Carrigan, Jr. of Woodland Mills, Tennessee and Gary
Key, Wayne representative for Botts Mill, Fulton.

Shown above with Mr. Garrigan and Gary
Key are some of the 27 sows that recently farrowed 275 pigs.
"Since we have been on the Wayne Sow
Blox program, our sows are farrowing larger
litters and are having fewer farrowing problems, as we are able to control the weight of
these sows," states Mr. Garrigan.
W.T. Garrigan's father, Mr. Will Garrigan,
likes the convenience of feeding the Wayne Sow
Blox,since he does the feeding of the sows.
The Garrigans are on the complete Wayne
Program.

— OR —

CLINTON, KY,
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PIANO GALE
greatly reduced prices-

'Me are offering the following pianos at these

Complete Home Heating &
wog Air Conditioning

SALE ENDS JULY 31st
38" Spinet Henry F. Miller Carly American Cherry
REG, $700 SALE

37" Spinet Melodigrand Walnut

LENNOX

USED PIANOS:

HEAT-PUMPS

you need for your child when lessons start in the fall.

JONES PIANSII

F. If A. APPROVED

FUTON,KY.

PHONE 472-1912

1000 E. MAIN ST.

Open Evenings 8:30 p.m.
UNION CITY, TENN.
E 5'1" Kranich & Bach Grand Piano Mahogany ,

L
S

Smallman Sheet Metal

3 beautiful refinished, recondition
pianos --------- front
I practice piano with new key board

$500
$450
$625
$615

$250
$85

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY AT THESE PP.ICES THE PIANO

ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT

Broadway in South Fallon

REG. 8125 SALE

REG. $575 SALE
40" Console lye's & Pond Pecan Distressed
(Mediterranean)
(The above pianos carry a 10 yr. guarantee)

AIR CONDITIONERS

479-2641

REG. $550 SALE

45" Spinet Ivens & Pond /alma (Studio)

GAS FURNACES

_PAYS TO FEED

VpaS MIL

a
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ELECTRIC FURNACES

/0

Coupon Expires
August 6, 1969

CLINTON TEXACO SERVICE
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Calloway County
Road Aid Plan
Is Approved
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
A County Road Aid Program for
Calloway County amounting to
1110re than 8109,000 has been approved.
According to Commissioner of
Highways Eugene Goss, the program includes 188 maintenance
projects and 11 improvement
projects. A total of 287.6 miles
are scheduled for maintenance.
Improvements will be made
on 10.6 miles of county roads
and two bridges.
The County Road Aid Program was established by a Gen
eml Assembly appropriation •
$13 million yearly to help the
counties meet their responsibility for county roads.
About 200,000 Americans
will be saved from cancer this
year by early detection and
prompt treatment

Judge, Assessor To
Be On Obion Ballot
UNION CITY,
-The
Obion County Democrat Primary
Board at Union City did an
about-face Tuesday and voted
to place the offices of county
Judge and tax assessor on the
Aug. 2 primary ballot.
The office was vacated earlier
in May by the resignation of
longtime Judge Dan W. McKinnis Jr., who is now manager
of Ken-Bar Resort at GilbertsMEN ONLY!
When members of India's
Toth people participate in a
major religious ceremony,only
the men dance, reports the
National
Geographic Society
book, "Vanishing Peoples of
the Earth." The men
move
in a circle, their arms tightly
linked, their tempo marked
by shouts.

NOW SHOWING FOR
7- B-I-G DAYS!
Paramount Pictures Presents - -

"GOODBYE,
COLUMBUS"
IN TECHNICOLOR
- STARRING Richard Benjamin - Jack Klugman
(R) Restricted - Persons Under 16
Not Admitted Unless Accombarted
By Parent

Fulton, Ky

Fire Won't
Stop This
Newspaper

ville, Ky. Ten days later, the
Obion County Quarterly Court
elected T. Willie Jones of Obion
to serve until the next general
election in August, 1970.
Former tax assessor Harry
Hudson died tat fall and, again
following the state law, the
quarterly court elected Carlton
Crigger of Rives to fill the vacancy until the 1970 general election.
It is expected that court-elected Judge Jones and Tax Assessor Crigger will qualify and run
In the primary.
The primary board voted to
assess candidates $300 to defray
the expenses of the primary.
The deadline for candidates to
qualify was set for noon, June
23.
In addition to the offices of
county judge and tax assessor,
the ballot will include the names
of candidates for circuit court
clerk, county court clerk, sheriff, trustee and registrar.
Only two incumbents have
made it known they will be candidates for re-election. County
Court Clerk James T. Kendall
and Sheriff T. C. McCullough
are expected to qualify within
the next few days.
But Trustee Earl Thorpe, Registrar Mrs. Rubye Armstrong
and Circuit Court Clerk Dee
Ethridge have announced they
will not be candidates and a substantial group of hopefuls has
appeared.
Announced candidates for circuit court clerk include Houston
Caldwell, Joe D. Gwaltney, the
Rev. James E. Moon and Preston Warren.
Candidates for trustee are
Milton Comae, Paul Garrigan
and Narvel Seals. Miss Evelyn
Hoggins, Ed Lee Stone and J.
L. 'Jelly' Glover are announced
candidates for registrar.
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WE'VE MOVED.

EL CENTRO, Calif.
Fire has destroyed most of the
Imperial Valley Weekly's plant,
but the publisher says she can
carry on. For one thing she's
practically memorized the subscription list.
Mrs. Nettie Brown, 54, said
after the Monaay fire that She
thought she could recall nearly
all 800 subscribers and would
send them the next edition
hand-addressed.

4
4
4
4

WE ARE NOW AT OUR
NEW LOCATION
101 W. State Line
South Fulton, Tenn.

She said she would publish the
17-year-old paper at another
plant this week. After that, she
said." Well, we just live one
week at a time, so we'll see. But
I intend to continue being a
publisher."

4
4

4

Our New Phone
No.Is ---- 479-2741

NOW SNOWING Tlwv SAT

TAYLOR- YVETTE RIMIER

011111211OP
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Formerly King Motor Co. Building

S
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CALL US TODAY

WATCH FOR OUR
GRAND OPENING SOON

TEM SITU!
SUN. • MON. - TUE.. WED.
TWO B.I -0 HITS

alley
ofthe
Dolls

CITY TIRE CO.

p!AraEr

Formerly CB&O

WADES AUGUST SHOPPERS' SPREE
MANY ITEMS ONE OF A KIND! SAVE 30,"40, 5070, AIM MORE
FIRST FLOOR ITEMS

"
LIVING ROOM SUITES

LIVING ROOM CHAIRS
REGULAR

TRADITIONAL
TRADITIONAL
EARLY AMERICAN
TRADITIONAL
GREEN RECLINER
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
MAPLE UPHOLSTRY ROCKER

$86.50
$49.95
$67.50
$72.50
$129.95
$64.50
$56.50

SALE

$38.88
$36.88
$38.00
$34.88
$68.88
$48.88
$38.88

REGULAR

2 - Pc. MEDITERANIAN
$419.95
2- Pc. FRENCH GREEN
$309.95
2- Pc. FRENCH FLORAL
$549.95
2- Pc. ITALIAN PROVINCIAL
$329.95
2- Pc. EARLY AMERICAN TWEED _ $309.95
2- Pc. EARLY AMERICAN FLORAL $449.95
HIDE:A-BED EARLY AMERICAN $239.95
TRADITIONAL SOFA
$269.95

OCCASIONAL TABLES
REGULAR

MAPLE TABLES
MAHOGANY TABLES
COFFEE TABLE MAPLE _
SPANISH TABLES
ITALIAN END TABLES

$21.50
$54.50
_ $69.95
$31.50
$31.50

$260.00
$178.88
$299.95
$238.88
$234.88
$268.88
$168.88
$130.00

CUSHION
FLOOR
$2.00
Sq. Yard

APPLIANCES
SALE$14.88
$32.88
$29.88
$23.88
$18.88

REGULAR

EYE-LEVEL ELECTRIC RANGE
12 -FOOT REFRIGERATOR
18- FOOT REFRIGERATOR
GAS RANGE
ELECTRIC RANGE

SECOND
BEDROOM SUITES
3- Pc. COUNTRY MAPLE
3- Pc. ITALIAN PROVINCIAL
3- Pc. BASSETT SPANISH
3- Pc. MODERN

CARPET
Regular
$5.99
SALE
$3.99
Sq. Yard

SALE

FLOOR

$349.95
$229.95
$349.95
_ $189.95
$219.95

SALE

F

$268.88
$169-99
$224.88
$128.88
$158.88

5

30%
OFF ALL
MAPLE
Dining Room

-DINETTES-

REGULAR

SALE

$369.95
$369.95
$379.95
$169.95

$219.88
$218.88
$268.88
$119.95

REGULAR

7- Pc.
7 - Pc.
5 - Pc.
5 - Pc.

$119.95
$129.95
$ 79.95
$_59.95

SALE

$68.88
$88.88
$46.88
$38.88

Pe

MATTRESS UNITS
REGULAR ___ $159.95
REGULAR ____ $ 99.95

ALL SALES FINAL EASY TERMS•EVERY ITEM OUR STORE ON SALE

COME IN LOOK US OVER:YOU'LL LOVE OUR PRICES

$98.88
$59.95

WADE'S FURNITURE CO.
112 Lake Street
FULTON, KY.
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